UL Performance Materials

Follow-up
services
(fus)

Maintaining
certification

To help ensure that UL Certification
standards are upheld, UL Follow-Up
Services verifies properties for the life of
every Certified product on the market.
UL Certification is an invaluable resource
in the global market. Certification provides
manufacturers with a strong selling
position while offering assurance to those
looking to source materials.
Ultimately, Follow-Up Services is an
integral part of the UL Certification that
makes suppliers more desirable in the
markets they serve.

What is UL Follow-Up Services and how does it help?
Follow-Up Services (FUS) in UL’s Performance Materials division

UL Representatives conduct onsite visits to select samples for

assessment. With regular inspections and sample testing,

expected, UL Certification Experts work with company

is best described as a product’s ongoing certification

UL FUS helps ensure that products continue to meet UL’s

standard of safety and performance, allowing the manufacturer

testing at UL facilities. If FUS testing results are not as
representatives to assist with finding resolutions.

to continue marketing products with the UL Mark.

UL FUS helps you maintain product certification and the prestige

UL’s FUS is built into the initial certification process. Ongoing

your reputation in the global marketplace, and keeps your

certification for Plastics, Insulation Systems and Marking and
Labeling products as well as other product categories within
the Performance Materials division rely heavily on sample

collection and testing. Sample collection may look different
from one manufacturer to the next depending on

annual production volumes, but testing is consistent
and product based.

of being a UL Recognized Component supplier. This strengthens
products in UL’s searchable databases. Without this ongoing

service, certification becomes nothing more than a sell sheet

based on internal testing. FUS shows your customers that you
remain compliant and recognized by an independent,
respected third party.

UL Follow Up Services:
Helping you stand out
by keeping you
one step ahead
Drives confidence in UL certified materials for OEM and their product design engineers
Creates a level playing field for all manufacturers
Demonstrates continued compliance in the competitive global market
Keeps your products in UL’s searchable databases
Continues to validate your Yellow Card data
Enables you to brand and market your products using the strength of the UL mark
Provides you with complimentary access to UL standards
Demonstrates a manufacturer’s compliance to globally accepted standards
Supplements existing QA/QC procedures
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